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of the Fiat UNO Car

A.F. Costelli
FIAT AUTO-Direzione Tecnica
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this article is to
describe the work conduced in aerodynamic
field throughout the 4-year development and
engineering time span required by the
project of the UNO car. A description is
given of all the parametric studies carried
out. Through these studies two types of cars
at present in production were defined and
the characteristics of a possible future
sports version laid down. A movable device,
to be fitted in the back \vindow, was also
set up and pa tented. Hhen actua ted it
reduces soiling of back window. A
description is also provided of the
measurements made in the car £10H field and
some considerations are outlined about the
method applied. This method is still in
development phase but it already permits
some considerations and in-depth
investigations to be made on the vehicle
\..ake.

FIAT! S OBJECTIVE in introducing a
medium-small car to replace the 127 was to
add such innovations as to enable the new
car to fully meet the requirements of
present and future buyers. One of the
features of the UNO is an improvement in
fuel economy, partially due to aerodynamic.

It is known that drag plays an important
role in fuel economy for all car-use
condi tions [1, 2, 3 ],', from urban to highway
driving. The features of a car which effect
its aerodynamic characteristics are in
fact, well known. Figure 1, taken from'Ref.
[4], shows these features.

,', Numbers in brackets designate references
at end of paper.

CAR PERFORI1AHCE CHARACTERISTICS

Fig.I-Performance characteristic categories
influenced by aerodynamics

As a consequence, good aerodynamic
characteristics had to be achieved while
maintaining same goal for other features.
Weight, interior size and space distribution
are the principals. This was possible thanks
to extensive wind-tunnel testing of several
models, and done with strong interaction and
collaboration with the Design Department.

The exterior shape of the UNO is
completely original in the sense that it was
not evolved from a previous car. FIAT's view
of the automobile as an object whose
functions are much more integrated with
human activity than envisaged so far is
expressed by research conducted in
:ooperation with the "Pia Nanzu lt Center [5],
lts very purpose is to establish the basic
concepts for car layout. The outside shape
was defined starting from 11 use ful space"
requirements. We started from the "cocoon ll

0148-7191/84/0227 ·0297502.50
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EVOLUTION OF THE SHAPE

Fig. 2 - Isometric vie\V of optimum pas
senger compartment

GENERAL SHAPE Nany geometrical
parameters characterize the external shape
of a car as regards aerodynamics. The
paramet~rs that were most involved in the
definition of style and design [or the UNO
are shown in Fig. 3.

The emphasis with v,'hich each phase is
actually considered, developed or located in
time Hith respect to the others varies from
case to case. In the specific case of the
UNO, the phase with small scale models was
deliberately constrained whereas phases 2
and 3 Here developed extensively and phase 4
partially. By Horking with full-scale models
it Was thus possible to obtain the best
trade-off between \.;eight, roominess and
aerodynamic requirements. This strategy
required a great deal of resources since it
Has applied to several different shape
proposals and associated test results.
However the full-scale models were useful
for styling evaluations.

From the strictly aerodynamic point of
view, shape was developed along three main
lines: (1) general shape, \.;hich was
developed by evaluating several models; (2)
definition of overall dimensions; and, (3),
definition of details. The last tHo Here
developed on suitable models.

2) with the
compartment

occupant (Fig.
in passenger

that envelops the
greatest height
dimensions.

The reasons for this choice are detailed
in Ref. [6] and Can be summarised as
fo110\l1s: more headroom, thus favoring taller
passengers; higher position of the seat,
that enables the passenger to assume a more
erect and hence more comfortable posture and
more legroom for the rear passenger; easier
passenger compartment entry and exit.

All this leads hmo/ever, to a greater
frontal area "'hieh, as will be seen later,
adversely affects the aerodynamic
characteristics of the shape.

Table I - Ideal phases of \~'ind tunnel model
development

a-b; flOOD AND WtrJDSlllElD SlMlT
c ,SlOE TAPER
d : PLAN VIEW OF CONVEX FRONT Elm

e· f : PASSEIIGER COMPARTI1E1H MID
SIDE TUMBlEBOI1E

9 ; COUV[X flOOD
h-n, RADIUSED SURFACES

Fig. 3 - Geometrical parameters optimized in
the general shape layout phase

The different styling models considered
had variations in these parameters and
permitted the definition of basic shape.
Fig. 4 shows the model that can be
considered the origin of the final styling
proposal.

The models considered were constructed
both with polystyrene and plaster.

~
I----'[:J·... . I[

d . I Ie
~ _ ..--_..,..

OVERALL DHlENSIONS: PARANETRIC STUDIES 
As to
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Fig. 6 - Influence of back-window slant
angle change
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Fig. 4 - Final styling proposal (model for
wind-tunnel test)

divided front from rear to change the
wheelbase by introducing inserts I and was
provided with a removable rear section to
accomodate blocks of different angles and
\d th a roof t.,hose height could be varied by
the addition of suitable layers.

Fig. 5 shows the positive effect - not
fully exploited by the final value
selected - on drag coefficient due to the
longer car wheelbase.

Fig. 5 - Influence of t.,heel base change

Fig. 6 illustrates the influence of the
extremely critical parameter of back-window
slant angle. The styling of the UNO gives an
aerodynamic rating close to the minimum that
was observed.

For the future sports version the
adoption of an add-on device will reduce the
drag coefficient to a value corresponding to
the smaller slant angle at the minimum in
Fig. 6 (See later page 8).

Fig. 7 illustrates the effect of an
increase in roof height. This produces both
an increase in the frontal area and a
deterioration of the drag coefficient. The
line Cn°S = canst. allow us to give an idea
of the amount of drag coefficient (arrows
segment) that has been necessary to recover
in order to maintain the same drag of the
original height (h = 0). In these tests the
angle 0 has been kept constant.

DETAILS : PARNfETRIC STUDIES - As shown
in Fig. 8 the increase in roof height has
permitted the exploitation of roof slant at
the rea rend.

ROOF SLANT ~ (. )

5 10 15O.......__-"-__~__-'-
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u

!t
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~-.005
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-.010

Fig. 8 - Influence of rear roof slant
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The lower part of the front end is also
a very significant area as far as the
aerodynamic characteri.stics of a car are
concerned; moreover, it also contributes
significantly to styling differentiation. In
this connection, Fig. 9 shows the effect of
the main dimensions involved. The final UNO
configuration is close to optimum for both
the basic version and the sports version of
the car. Moreover, this solution permitted
the adoption of a car underside geometry for
which no particular care to smoothness was
required, and this is to the advantage of
simplicity and production costs.

o

" -.005
=

"" -.010
S
~
" -.015

-.020

mm

air flow is necessary to meet engine cooling
and other requirements I but represents a
penality for external aerodynamics. Correct
control of the optimum air quantity can be
achieved by suitable sealing and ducting,
but Hith consequent increase in production
cost. Fig. 11 shaHS hOH the basic car is a
trade-off solution for the above effects.
The ES (Energy Saving) version and the
future sports car benefit by proportionally
improved solutions, but involve the higher
costs.
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Fig. 9 - Influence of front bumper configu
ration

Fig. 11 - Influence of internal aerodynamics

Side \~'indo\."s are an area in \\'hich
aerodynamic optimization and production-cost
control have opposite requirements. Flush
glass, desirable from the aerodynamics point
of vie,." I requires manufacturing solutions
with unbearable costs for a subcompact car
such as the UNO. Fig. 10 shaHS the penalty
due to the increase in the front and rear
\."indo,,' inset.

+,010

Fig.IO-Influence of side-window glass inset

The \."heel discs are other components
that can contribute to an aerodynamically
\."ell designed car. i~heel rotation \'>'as not
sinlulated during testing in the wind tunnel,
which is the generally accepted practice. In
this case there is a conflict ,dth brake
cooling requirements.

from the point of view of external
aerodynamics. air flo\,' through the wheel
disc is a penalty \I'hereas for brake-disc
cooling such cooling flow is necessary. Fig.
12 illustrates, relative to the extreme case
of a flush wheel disc \,>'ithout air passages,
the change in the drag coefficient Hith disc
configuration.

e
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Fig. 12 - Influence of ,,'heel disc
ration

configu-

OTHER TYPES
DEVELOPED

~
o T

-f -f -f-f
This figure also illustrates the

configuration adopted for the sports
version. The good shape of the front
A-pillar (Fig. 3) has made the installation
of nearly flush front glass bearable from
the standpoint of cost, and acceptable
thanks to its low drag penality.

The front end has importance also Hith
regard to internal aerodynamics. Internal
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AERODYNMIIC CHARACTERISTICS OF FINAL VERSIONS

Fig. 13 - Influence of rocker panel configu
ra t ion

(but
14.

cars

eachfor

+lQmm

checked

.,
the same car with
constant clearence)

one 0 [ the UNO
ground clearence
is shO\oln in Fig.

-10.
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Table II - Synthesis of the UNO car.
aerodynamic characteristics

version.
The values in Table II refer to car

standard attitude \'>'ith t\_'O persons, 20 kg of
luggage and filled fluid tanks and
reservoirs.

The behaviour of
checked \dth varying
constant trim angle)

Fig. 14 - Influence of vehicle clearence

The behaviour of
varying trim angle (but
is sho\<ln in Fig. 15.

Fig. 15 - Influence of vehicle trim attitude

CAR TYPE CD I~~ ACD (L-F (L-R S
1m')

UNO C~R 0.31) 0.62 0.08 0.05 1.81

~ 0.33 0.60 0.06 O.O~ 1.81

FEATURING:
• 11000 SEALING '0.003

• FLUSH mE RillS -0.0011

• REAR WHEELS AIR DEFlECTORS -0.003

FUTURE SPORTS VERSION 0.30 0.511

FEATURING:

• 1I0LDING APPLIED TO TAIL
GATE -0.005

• lIoDIFIED FRONT BUIIP£R -0.005

• FLUSH GLASS ON FONT
DOORS 'O,OO~

• !IIPROVED UNDER 11000 AIR
FLOW -(LOll

• 1I0DIFIED ROCKER PAIiELS ·0.0()4
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The extensive experimental program
carried out in the \_'ind tunnel made
available a wide range of possible design
configurations for each of the shape areas
analyzed.

By making evaluations in terms of
production cost and styling, three possible
configurations emerged: the UNO car, \."ith
different engines and versions; the UNO ES;
and the future sports versionZ' With a
reference frontal area of 1.81 1II , measured
\<lith standard method [7], the corresponding
aerodynamic characteristics for ya\,.,' angle
p = 0 are shown in Table II.

The above values are the average
obtained from a statistical check made on
lIIass production cars (max deviation for Cncoefficient: ± 1,3%).

Versions checked \-Jere 45 S (three
doors, 45 HP engine), 55 S (three duors, 55
liP engine), 55 S (five doors) and 45 ES
(three doors).

In the adopted configurations the drag
penalty was constrained to a small value
even though air passages \,'ere ma inta ined.

The rocker panel area contributes
significantly to the general equilibrium of
air f10\,' bet\,'een the side and the underbody
of a car, and consequently to the drag
coefficient. Different configurations \,'et-e,
therefore, analyzed in this area, as
illustrated in Fig. 13. The basic UNO car is
also in this case 3 compromise among all
those tested. The ES version with the
adoption of the air deflectors on the rear
\,'heels (sho\oJn in the figure) and the future
sports version, \<lith different costs and
styling, will benefit from further
advantages.

The parametric analysis also required
the optimization of the exterior rearvie\_'
mirror by reducing the corresponding drag
penalty to a very 10\,.,' value (6Cn :::: + 0,005).

-.005 I ,

!F H Jl (>(>4
ROCKER PANEl S£ClION
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curve to the origin I the better the
aerodynamics. Each car presently on the
market can be identified by the an L/H ratio
as a shape index I even though only
approximately because it does not tal\e into
account the third dimension. It is therefore
possible to consider each car in Fig. 19 as
belonging to a family whose curve passes
through the point that identifies the family
itself.

%l I,() 50 f/) 70 III 'lJ 100

A

Fig. 16 - Influence of yaw angle

It can be noticed that the CD value is
not affected by such variation.

The behaviour of the car with yaw angles
is shovm in Fig. 16 where coefficients CD'
C

L
_
F

and C
L

_
R

are provided.

Fig. 18 - Influence of car fineness-ratio

Fig. 17 - Influence of \\ling profile lenght
variation

Fig. 19 - Comparison between cars on the
market
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The variation of drag even beyond the
ya\~' angle range included in the evaluation
of the wind-averaged drag coefficient is
very small.

The corresponding axle lift variation is
minimum and -therefore does not affect car
handling. The absolute lift value is not
significant for car handling with varying
speed.

All the above coefficients were
determined in our wind tunnel whose major
specifications are as follows:

Test chamber semi open type (fixed
ground) 2

- Nozzle : 30 m
- Nax air velocity : 200 lun/h (empty test

section).
For more details see Ref. [8]. As to the

correlation with other European wind tunnels
see Ref. [9J.

It is now possible to evaluate the
aerodynamic "quality" of the vehicle, taldng
into account the car over all dimensions.
Fig. 17 obtained from the literature [10]
shOt"s the effect on Cn of the reduction in
length, with and without taper, for two wing
profiles, in the presence or absence of
ground. Fig. 18, also from the literature
[11], illustrates the same effect on a
simplified car model when the fineness ratio
changes. Both these figures indica te tha t a
body when its length/height ratio is
modified generates other bodies and a
corresponding specific curve, identifying a
"family" whose Cn is affected by such
parameter. The aerodynamic quality of the
family is given by its position \\lith respect
to the Cartesian coordinates: the nearer the



GENERAL FLOW FIELD

Based on the foregoing it is clear that
the fundamental criterion followed to define
the aerodynamic shape of the UNO car was
that of parameterizing the geometry of
critical areas. This was achieved by
correlating the dimensional variations Hith
those of total drag for all the styling
proposals investigated.

Even though yielding satisfactory
results, this empirical method is extremely
expensive because it requires many hours of
work in the wind tunnel. Also, it does not
permit rationalizing the knowledge achieved
because of the interference phenomenon that
exist [12]. The above method is therefore a
"blind alleyll.

In order to find a less empirical
method, FIAT started, some time ago, a
cooperative program with the Politecnico of
Turin to pursue a different approach that
adds quantitative analysis of the wake to
what has been done so far [13, 14]. This
approach, based on tests run in the
Politecnicots wind tunnel on small scale
models, serves to determine, among other
parameters, the loss of total pressure in a
cross section of the wake. Although this
work is still in the development phase, from
the beginning it has provided interesting
information.

For this reason, it was decided to start
a parallel activity in the Fiat full-scale
\.dnd tunnel. A very simple device (Fig. 20)
was set up to permit a Pitot tube to be
moved horizon ta lly throughout the a rea
covered by the \~'ake do\."n-stream of the test
car at selected distance.

Fig. 20 - Device for wake analysis

This device \~'as put into service
subsequent to the basic choices of the UNO
car shape. Processing of the signal from the
Pitot tube is possible through the wind
tunnel computer that also controls the
mechanical movement of the probe. Plots in
real time are made of the pattern of the
lines of total-pressure loss. Fig. 21 shows
these patterns for both the standard UNO car
version (Cn= 0.34) and the possible sports
versions (CD = 0.30).

Fig. 21 - Pattern of total-pressure loss in
the \~'ake (looking down-stream)

The distance from the rear bumper is 1,2
m for both cases. In the figure is also
indicated the boundary layer thickness of
the empty rest section of the wind tunnel at
that position [8J.

Another approach is to send the signal
to a small LED matrix placed behind the
Pitot tube - according to the procedure set
up by J.\o/. Crowder [15) - and to obtain a
picture in various colors of the
total-pressure distribution, as shown in
Fig. 22. ,.,Ie prefer the first system in that
it provides more complete information.

Fig. 22 - Pattern of total-pressure loss in
the wake (looking up-stream)

Fig. 21 emphasizes the possibilities of
the method: simple visual observation shows
the extent of the wake \."ith respect to the
car contour.

Improvement by narro\o.'ing the \o,'ake \'>'as
achieved for the sports version through the
changes in geometry already described. The
narrower wake had smaller pressure loss and
a correspondingly lower drag coefficient.
Another possibility offered by the method
was that of coping with the problem of back
windo,,"' soiling. This is typical for
square-back cars and is brought about by the
pressure variation in the near-wake.

7
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NOfIENCLATURE

(front

attitude
of good

liftof

Change in coefficient CD

Diameter of circle having area
S (Fig. 18)

Ground clearence

Coefficient of pressure

Coefficient of lift (rear axle)

Coefficient of drag

Coefficient
axle)

Drag area

on the market.
of sensitivity to trim

another confirmation

(mOl)

(mm)

e

2
CD'S (m )

C
L

_
F

pr.-esently
- Ca r lack

angle is
shape.

Finally, as far.- as the determinations
made in the floH field are concerned, it is
possible to conclude that this method of
analysis is full of promise.

The described aerodynamic performance
Has obtained through a comprehensive wind
tunnel test program of more than 600 hours
of testing. The UNO shows that it is also
possible to obtain excellent aerodynamic
qualities for mass produced subcompact cars,
\oJithout any adverse effects in other areas
of vehicle design. Above all, it also sho\oJS
that the necessary trade-off leave ample
freedom to styling.

As said earlier, Fig. 21 shows the
narrower \-lake of the sports version. In
addition it also sho\-ls, for both cases, a
\oJake \oJith very wide contour at the bottom.
The thickness of the tunnel boundary layer
is also given in the figure. It Hill be
interesting to assess to what extent it will
contribute to determining the contour found.
It is also evident, however, that the
thickness of the boundary layer is very
small. Another feasible assumption therefore
is that Hhat has been indicated in Fig. 21
is a disturbance generated already at car
front end. In this case any further
improvements of the flow field could still
be obtained through modifications of the car
front end. On the other hand the bottom of
the sports car wake is already smaller, the
bumper of this version being different from
that of the basic UNO (Fig. 9 and Table II).

Another comment concerns the total
pressure loss contour. It is evident that
the general scatter of this loss is very
unbalanced; loss at the car underbody is,
inract, higher. It is likely that influence
on CD of the variation of car clearence
(Fig. 14) should be related to this
unbalance in the general contour of the
\,'ake.

The contour (see Fig. 21) corresponding
to C = 1 indicates that the measurement was
madeP next to the end of the near-wake. For
the sports version this contour delimits a
smaller area, which indicates that the
near-wake for this version is shorter. This
shows the high sensitivity of this method of
analysis.

CONCLUSION

quality of the
is certainly at the
identified by cars

the
of

of a
to a

shape

of
upstream

of the
upstream of

Wheelbase change

Local static pressure

Car Hheelbase

Static pressure
undisturbed flow
car

Local total pressure

Total pressure
undisturbed floH
car

Car height

Car overall length

Vertical variation
dimensions relating
particular area of the
(always shown in figure)

Dynamic pressure of the undis
turbed flow upstream of car

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

2(N/m )

P

p

lip

P'
'"

h

L

P'

H

additionalan

Tile aerodynamic study carried out during
the design phase of the UNO car has made it
possible to :
- Define a basic version with different

engines and 3 or 5-door body.
- Define an Energy Saving version derived

from the basic version with additional
components that make it different not only
as regards the C but also styling.
Acquire some ellements for a possible
future sports version characterized by
further styling details and by an even
lower Cn than the above.

- Define and patent
anti-soiling device.

As to the drag coefficient obtained it
is possible to conclude that :
- the CD deviation between production cars

is not significant.
- The Cn of the current production UNO car

(in its standard and ES versions) in one
of the lOHest in terms of absolute value
(Fig. 19).
The aerodynamic
corresponding family
limit of the area
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